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CESI and CESI-EuropE aCadEmy

the european confederation of independent trade unions (cesi) defends the interests of over 5 million workers 
towards the european institutions and represents 41 trade unions in 28 eu and accession states. since 2005, cesi 
has been a recognised european social partner and, in this capacity, is regularly consulted within the framework 
of social dialogue at european level.

the cesi europe academy is cesi’s training centre. through symposia on eu topics, the academy provide its 
members with the possibility of delving deeper into current social and political issues in europe and engaging 
them in debates with policy-makers and international experts.

Among the topics of past projects we cite :

- taxation in europe:  tax administrations at the heart of the crisis
- using new technologies in the public sector in europe
- a common area of freedom, security and justice
- the challenges of recruitment and retention of staff in public sector in europe
- transnational administrative cooperation in europe
- high-quality public services
- the role of public service in the integration of migrants in the eu
- the promotion of diversity within the public service in europe
- the mobility of health workers within the eu; lifelong learning
- health and prevention at workplace
- the conciliation between professional and private life
- flexicurity

www.cesi.org 

Project: ‘Better anticipate changes and restructuring in public administrations in Europe: the role played by 
the information and consultation of employees’ 

the european confederation of independent trade unions (cesi) organised a symposium entitled ‘Better an-
ticipate changes and restructuring in public administrations in europe: the role played by the information and 
consultation of employees’ with the support of the european commission.

the symposium took place in dublin, ireland, on 25 and 26 June 2015. approximately 150 representatives from 
trade unions attended, as well as 17 experts from various eu member states and neighbouring countries.
the dublin symposium constituted the main stage of a project aiming to enrich the debate concerning the chal-
lenges linked to a better protection of the right to information and consultation of in public administrations in the 
context of restructurations. 

thanks to the extensive debate that took place at the symposium, and in compliance with the project delivered 
to the european commission, cesi has drafted this synthesis to share experiences and best practices. with the 
aim of disseminating the ideas presented at the symposium, and so that they may act as a foundation for a better 
anticipation and management of change, this synthesis will be distributed on a local, national and european level, 
along with the landmark social partner agreement on information and consultation rights of central administra-
tion employees, signed on 21th of december 2015 in the frame of the eu’s sectoral social dialogue committee on 
central government administrations. 



on behalf of the board of the cesi-europe academy, i am delighted about the work achieved 
in the dublin symposium, 25 and 26 June 2015, ‘Better anticipate changes and restructuring 
in public administrations in europe: the role played by the information and consultation of 
employees’. 

the last economic and financial crisis has not spared any sector, neither the private economy 
nor the public services: restructuring operations continue to affect many workers. the euro-
pean restructuring monitor of the dublin-based european foundation for the improvement 

of living and working conditions (eurofound) found that since 2002 there have been more than 17,500 
restructuring operations with a total net loss of over two million jobs. 

restructuring is however not a new phenomenon that was born at the onset of the crisis in 2008. since the 
1990s already, private sector employees have been affected by restructuring, which typically occurred as a 
result of outsourcing in multinational companies with several plants or offices within the eu – as was the 
case with renault Vilvorde in 1997. 

it was against the backdrop of this situation that eu legislation was put in place to better protect private sec-
tor workers’ rights via a right to information and consultation before and during restructuring operations. 
however, workers in public administrations are to this day directly or indirectly excluded from this area of 
european legislation. this represents a shortfall that must be resolved. 

what exactly is the situation with regards to restructuring in the public sector? here again, it is not a new 
trend. already before the last crisis, restructuring allowed member states to adapt their public services 
offers to demographic changes and new technologies. however, the crisis has led to ever greater and faster 
restructuring operations. 

the european restructuring monitor underscores that the public sector is today the field of employment 
most affected by such operations. since 2008, 800,000 net job losses have been recorded in the core public 
sector in the eu member states, and the public administrations’ headcount declined by 5% eu-wide. 

what about the right to information and to consultation in public administrations? the right to information 
and consultation of employees is unequally applied in the public sector at both the national and european 
levels, despite the fact that it is enshrined in the eu’s primary law (art. 27 of the charter of fundamental 
rights). 

this situation creates inequalities to the extent that the rights of salaried workers in the private sector are 
better protected than those of public sector employees.

at the european level, the ‘central administrations’ sectoral social dialogue committee has launched dis-
cussions on this subject with a view to reaching a social partner agreement. cesi actively participates in 
the ongoing discussions and negotiations aiming to improve the situation of public administration workers 
with regards to information and consultation rights. 

i hope this synthesis will shed light on the changes afoot and will contribute towards a better protection of 
the right to information and consultation of employees in public administrations in europe. 

i hope you find this an interesting read.

Emilio FATOVIC, President of CESI-Europe Academy

mESSagE from thE prESIdEnt of CESI-EuropE 
aCadEmy on thE oCCaSIon of thE dublIn SympoSIum  



u Emilio FAToViC
President of CESI Europe Academy

after having briefed the participants on the schedule of the symposium (see the “welcome message”), emilio fatovic 
described the situation in italy.  

The need to take into account consultation results
in italy, the president of the council proposed a legal amendment concerning schools in 2015. an online public consul-

tation ensued. 65,000 people responded to it, including all the trade unions, who had obtained the signature of 350,000 beforehand. 
however, the president of the council did not react to the comments made and the government published a draft law that would 
lead to job cuts. as a result, 650,000 people went on strike. in this case, officially, an initiative to consult the public was launched, but 
the results of this consultation were not taken into account. 

A victory for trade unions: the freezing of Italian civil servants’ salaries ruled “unlawful” 
in 2010, the italian government froze the salaries of civil servants to consolidate public finances. the measure was initially planned 
for a three-year period, but it was extended in 2014, then again in 2015. it should have expired at the end of 2017. confsal-unsa, 
a member of cesi, brought a complaint before several italian courts who referred the case to the constitutional court. on 24 June 
2015, the court ruled that the government should increase the salaries of civil servants (without retroactive effect), considering that 
the freezing of their wages was “unlawful”. collective agreements for civil servants must be signed every three years now. 

u JoHN CliNToN AND DAmiEN ENGliSH

John clinton, president of the poa (an irish member organisation) and damien english, irish minister of state, 
welcomed the participants and both described the situation in ireland. 

Drastic reform in civil service in Ireland
in 2014, the irish economy started growing again (4.8%). however, in the face of the crisis, ireland is the eu mem-
ber state that had tightened its belt the most, slashing its public expenditure from 47.6% of gdp in 2009 to 36.1% 
in 2015 (i.e. minus 11.5%). to do so, the public sector reform was a key element in the irish government’s strat-
egy – and it still is. public service has been restructured: services were outsourced, operations were streamlined, 
one-stop-shops were opened, e-administration was set up and shared services for administrations were established 
(payroll). 

The fundamental commitment of civil servants and of responsible trade unions
two important agreements were concluded between 2010 and 2015 in the public sector: the croke park agree-
ment and the haddington road agreement. they contained a series of radical measures: salary and pension cuts, 
staff reductions and voluntary early retirement schemes. the result was a drop in public spending and an increase 
in productivity (15 million hours of overtime a year). the salary mass in the public sector has been reduced by 
over 20% since 2009 and now represents 29% of current public expenditure. however, on 29 may 2015, a third 

agreement was signed, the lansdowne road agreement. this agreement sets forth several measures to mitigate the impact of its 
two predecessors, including the reinstatement of some salary items for the lower levels as from January 2016. the commitment 
shown by the civil servants throughout the period of reform is gradually beginning to reap some benefits. 

WElComE



THE EuropEAN uNioN QuAliTy FrAmEwork For ANTiCipATioN oF CHANGE AND rESTruCTuriNG

u mArioN SCHmiD-DrÜNEr
DG for Internal Policies, European Parliament  

The legal framework for the participation of public sector employees
the three directives on information and consultation (i&c) do not apply to public administrations. they apply to 
public and private enterprises that perform an economic activity, both non-profit and for-profit organisations. howev-
er, there are information and consultation systems in many administrations. 
some are created on the basis of national legislation (e.g. in at, Be, fi, de) or on collective agreements (e.g. in dk, it, 
se). some member states explicitly exclude the public sector from their national systems (e.g. in ee, si, es).

Various member states implemented the 2002 directive in all sectors, making no difference between the private and the public 
sector (ie, mt, gB), whereas others have expressly excluded public administrations (Bg, cY).

The European-level framework remains inadequate
the three directives do not cover cases involving restructuring. in a cercas report released in January 2013, the european 
parliament claimed that the following three elements should be promoted in restructuring processes: 1/ better preparation 
(forward-looking management of skills), 2/ socially responsible management (consultation as soon as restructuring plans are 
made, information for employment services) and 3/ follow-up or monitoring (tools for regular evaluation, psycho-social health 
monitoring of employees). 

The response of the Commission 
following the publication of the green paper on restructuring (2012), the commission performed a so-called “fitness check” 
in July 2013. it concluded that the three directives are in line with their objectives, but that problems remain concerning defi-
nitions and the terms of application for smes, seafarers and the public sector. following the refit, the commission published 
the “european union Quality framework for anticipation of change” in december 2013, which establishes principles and best 
practices (actions and tools for anticipation, monitoring and evaluation) that apply to public authorities but that are not legally 
binding. finally, in april 2015, the commission launched a first consultation stage for its social partners on the consolidation 
of these three directives. several alternatives have been put forward: the recast of the three directives or dialogue amongst the 
social partners to reach an agreement for a directive. the main issue is to find out if the public administrations will be included 
in the scope of the i &c directives. 

STATuS Quo oF rESTruCTuriNG iN THE publiC SECTor iN EuropE

u JoHN HurlEy
Researcher, Eurofound

the european foundation for the improvement of living and working conditions is an agency of the european 
union which employs 115 members of staff and has an annual budget totalling 21 billion euros. it is considered 
a tripartite organisation because it has one government representative, one employees’ representative and one em-
ployers’ representative for each member state. 
in 2015, eurofound published a report on the status quo of restructuring processes in public service. in this report, 
any activity subject to public service obligations on the basis of the services provided (whether the organisation is 

public or private) is considered to belong to the public sector. in 2013, the ceep collected data and, according to the definition 
mentioned above, 29.5% of jobs in europe fall within that sector. however, depending on the definition of “public sector” used, 
this figure may include between 7 and 30% of jobs in europe. in addition, this gap is due to the fact that many studies do not 
ask their respondents if they work in the public sector or not. 

The case of Ireland: more employment contracts under private law in the public sector since the reform
in ireland, the quantitative objective was to cut jobs from 320,000 to 290,000 between 2008 and 2013, i.e., to cut 30,000 jobs. 
however, if one takes into account the data of the survey carried out among employees in social security, public administra-
tions, education and healthcare, the number of jobs increased from 467,000 to 490,000 in that same period. thus, especially 
in healthcare and education, the number of jobs did not diminish: instead, most contracts of employment are now private-law 
contracts.  new intermediaries have appeared and private actors are now employed for positions in which in the past, the 
workers were directly employed by the state.  

rEStruCturIng In thE publIC SECtor 
In EuropE 



The healthcare sector is the object of increasing privatisation 
eurofound’s survey in the 27 member states over a five-year period concluded that healthcare is the sector in which the pace of 
job privatisation and the appearance of new private players is the fastest. to a lesser extent, the education sector is also affected, 
especially in germany and the netherlands. only central administrations still employ a majority of public sector employees 
(approx. 90%) at a stable rate. privatisation affects women more than men, because the number of women employed in the 
healthcare and education sectors is greater (78 and 70%, respectively). in addition, the stop in employment of new staff leads 
to an increase of the average age across the public sector, especially in central administrations. 

A sharp drop in the number of jobs in central public administrations  
employment in the healthcare sector increased a great deal between 2002 and 2007. this sharp increase continued until 2013. 
to a lesser extent, the number of jobs in education also increased both before and after the crisis. on the other hand, employ-
ment in public central administration was growing at a moderate rate before the crisis but has greatly diminished since 2008. 
in europe, 800,000 jobs have been lost in this sector. the contraction rate is greater than contraction rates witnessed in the 
overall economy. 

Unequal austerity measures  
a study on the level of implementation of austerity measures (e.g. freezes in hiring, wages and the increase of layoffs) with 1,000 
respondents demonstrated that the situation varies greatly from one member state to another. for example, norway seems to be 
one of the member states in which such measures are implemented the least. as to hiring freezes, high levels have been noted 
in ireland, portugal and spain, but not in germany, denmark and the netherlands. these figures probably do not reflect reality 
though, because in many cases, the freeze of salaries goes unreported. many hiring freezes have been noticed, such as in denmark 
and sweden, for instance. 
the perception of the impact of reforms on the operation of public services is not proportional to the intensity of the reforms. the 
resulting exposure to psycho-social risks is greater in the public sector than in the private sector. indeed, more violent behaviour 
has been noted in public companies undergoing restructuring than in others. however, when assessing the differences between 
the public and the private sectors, one must bear in mind that public sector employees are more likely to denounce such cases 
than private sector workers are.  

An increase in public service costs in view
icts (e-government, moocs, telemedicine) will change the face of public service provision, but they will still require a large 
workforce. moreover, the demand for public services will increase, namely in healthcare. consequently, the cost of public 
healthcare and education services is likely to go up for users.



CASE STuDy No. 1: TowN HAll oF HuElVA, SpAiN

u SAúl FErNÁNDEZ bEViÁ
Deputy Mayor of Huelva, in charge of Public Administration, the Interior and the Economy

huelva is a town with a population of 150,000 inhabitants located in the spanish province of andalusia. lo-
cated in the south of spain, this region has great natural wealth around which various economic sectors have 
developed: agriculture, fishing, chemistry, port activities and tourism. the main activities under the municipal-
ity’s responsibility are: ensuring the cleanliness of urban spaces, maintaining parks and green spaces, collecting 
waste, public lighting, maintaining cemeteries, repairing street furniture, the full water cycle treatment and 

urban transport.  to perform these activities, the municipality directly manages some services via six pubic companies and 
four independent agencies. 

in January 2012, the municipality had a liquidity shortage of 74.8 million euros, debt totalling 300 million euros towards 
its suppliers and a 365-day payment delay to its providers. 

in march 2012, the municipality approved an adjustment plan in accordance with the very strict new regulations laid down 
by the ministry of economy. the adjustment plan’s main measures included the following:  the dissolution of independent 
agencies and of one of the public companies with a takeover of the workforce, a 20% cut in overall expenditure and in staff 
wages (22% in the case of elected officials). within the framework of an information and consultation procedure (involving 
namely representatives from the csi-f), negotiations on the conditions of the rollout of the adjustment plan took place. 
they concerned mainly the preservation of jobs, wages and the temporary nature of social benefit cuts. an agreement was 
reached which led to several employees taking early retirement, the adjustment of salaries in accordance with the municipal-
ity’s standards and the reinstatement of most social benefits. from a financial point of view, this resulted in savings totalling 
143.9 million euros, expenditure totalling 128 million euros, a positive balance of 11 million euros and the payment of 
suppliers within 21.7 days. 

CASE STuDy No. 2: oxForD CiTy CouNCil AND wASTE rECyCliNG SErViCES, uNiTED kiNGDom

u pETEr SlomAN
Chief Executive, Oxford City Council 

oxford has 150,000 inhabitants, of which 20% belong to ethnic minorities and 30,000 are students. the members 
of the city council are all labour. from 2010, the labour government launched public service reforms with the 
aim of cutting costs and improving quality levels. the privatisation of many services was strongly encouraged. from 
the end of 2010, this programme ran in parallel with a 40% cut in investments in the local government’s services. in 
this context, the council decided to prevent layoffs. it reduced its workforce by 10%, by means of natural personnel 
turnover and by not replacing retiring employees. in addition, in order to reduce outsourcing services to private 

companies, the council increased the productivity of its own employees. it managed to remain competitive compared to the 
private sector in areas in which this was not formerly the case. moreover, it forced public sector employees to maintain the cost 
of services provided at the same level as the private sector. 

oxford city council reviewed its services in all sectors. it began by controlling the sectors in which comparative statistics were 
available and aimed to make its most expensive services more efficient. for each fundamental analysis, the objective was to cut 
costs by 20%, while improving results for the community by 20%. this target was not reached in all cases. in some cases, it was 
difficult to measure the improvements made to a service. 

as to salaries, following a five-year wage freeze, an agreement to increase salaries by 1.5% a year for five years was concluded. 
an annual partnership system was also set up. this scheme consisted of a 400 gBp payment per year to workers if the efficiency 
targets were reached. furthermore, absenteeism was cut by half and personalised targets were set for every employee. 

CaSE StudIES on rEStruCturIng In thE publIC SECtor,  
WIth a SpECIal foCuS on thE rolE of SoCIal partnErS In thE promotIon of InformatIon 
and ConSultatIon of EmployEES



the council launched an in-depth reform of its waste collection system:  following the consultation of its employees, the equip-
ment and vehicles used by the personnel were changed, taking into account the staff’s proposals. this led to savings totalling 
1 million gBp (i.e. 25%) and increased the recycling rate from 20% to 50%. in this case too, some tasks that were formerly 
performed by the private sector were taken over by the council, which allowed an increase of its external revenue. 

as a conclusion, in order to deal with the demands for public expenditure cuts in times of austerity, it is important to listen to 
public sector employees and trust them. their involvement via the information and consultation process improves strategies 
to increase productivity and to internalise tasks that were formerly performed by the private sector. the council used to pro-
vide municipal services; today it has become a social entrepreneur who manages profitable businesses, generates revenue and 
supports its workers. public service employees do not want privatisation or to lose their jobs. in exchange for their demands 
to be met, they are willing to be flexible and change their work habits. the benefits of such changes must be shared among the 
social partners.  

CASE STuDy No. 3: FEDErAl publiC FiNANCiAl SErViCE, bElGium

u FrANçoiS GoriS
President of the UNSP-NUOD Finance Sector, Belgium 

françois goris works for the unsp-nuod and presented the case of the Belgian ministry of finance to model the 
restructuring process in the financial service. 

prior to restructuring, the personnel of the ministry of finance was very mistrustful of the planned changes and of 
potential problems in the transfer of skills between the regions. in this context, the Verhofstadt government wished 
to reform this administration in accordance with the “copernic note”. citizens were therefore at the centre of the 

reforms, at the heart of the planning and action. the focus was also on the use of public service channels.   the main themes 
were: a single file, multi-channel analysis, integrated processing, and risk analysis. from a practical point of view, this meant 
that not only structures had to be renewed, but also work methods. the services of the various specialised and independent 
administrations were merged, both in terms of personnel and equipment (including i.t.). the resulting administration was 
then in charge of all tasks. for instance, customs checks were automated, computerised and standardised. the scope of the 
automation segment of this project explains in part the lengthy time required for this restructuring process. indeed, it was 
launched in 2000.

A true revolution for SPF Finances
even if in Belgium it is illegal to lay off civil servants, 20,000 employees at spf finances were transferred to new posts in the 
recast organisation, which generated great uncertainty and discontent. the form of these transfers was one of the main issues 
raised in the social negotiations, because the trade unions wanted this distribution to take place following a competitive se-
lection process with pre-established rules instead of by means of simple nominations. in addition, the trade unions succeeded 
in their aim to ensure sufficient information was provided to the personnel. there were problems linked to centralisation and 
staff had to travel to new facilities for work. this issue persisted for a long time before a solution was found according to which 
telework was better accepted and objectives were redefined. 

once more, this restructuring process demonstrates to what extent it is fundamental to inform public service employees prop-
erly before it is launched, so that there is sufficient mutual trust and to enable the staff to prepare for the change.  Between 1999 
and today, the number of employees at spf finances has dropped by 23%. 



CASE STuDy No. 4: VETEriNAry SErViCES, FrANCE

u lAurENT lASNE
President of the National Trade Union for Veterinary Public Health Inspectors, France

this restructuring process did not lead to layoffs, but the lack of dialogue between the government and the workers 
led to a loss of productivity for 250,000 public sector employees. this failure is the result of several factors: 

- merger of highly different tasks under one single umbrella: health safety, social housing, animal protection, wom-
en’s rights and emergency housing – all in parallel with staff cuts. however, tasks are not interchangeable in profes-
sions such as veterinarians, lawyers or technicians. 
- a lack of initial investment namely in terms of training and i.t. equipment.
- Very little communication with the beneficiaries of the restructured public services, in the face of radical changes 
as to the identification of the professions.

the results of this reform have been quite negative, seeing as today, competition between the two ministries has been exacer-
bated and the number of inspections per person has diminished.  

CASE STuDy No. 5: HoSpiTAlS iN SpAiN  

u JuAN CArloS mEJiAS romAN
Secretary of Trade Union Action of SATSE-MADRID (Nurses)

in 2012, the central healthcare administration in madrid adopted law no. 16/2012, “guaranteeing the sustaina-
bility of the national health system”, which allowed the privatisation of the construction and management of hospi-
tals. as a result, six hospitals now have a mixed-management system in place, four hospitals are privately managed 
(as public-private partnerships) and one hospital has been fully privatised (the fundación Jiménez días). 

in the case of hospitals under mixed management, the healthcare professionals have remained employees of the 
spanish national health system, the land is provided to the private companies for free and the state will pay dues for the main-
tenance of the buildings for a period of thirty years. despite all these public investments, patients who are seriously ill, suffer 
from rare or complicated conditions are systematically cared for in public hospitals. 

in the case of a public-private partnership, the state also provides the land and will pay dues for thirty years. however, in those 
cases, the employees are employed by the private sector. 

finally, in the case of the new private hospital, the cost of its construction – financed by the state – was 20% more expensive 
than that of public hospitals of equivalent capacity and size.  

in addition to the cost of construction and maintenance of the buildings, the annual cost of a bed is lowest in public hospitals 
(307,187 euros), 25% higher in the case of beds in hospitals under public-private partnerships (434,686 euros) and even more 
expensive in hospitals under mixed management (485,970 euros). the who had already reached that conclusion, and it is 
of the opinion that unique, public universal healthcare systems are the best way to improve the health of populations at the 
lowest cost.

as to the legal status of healthcare workers, it is now possible de waive the legal framework in place, set forth by the law passed 
in 2007 and negotiate at hospital level. a new sectoral platform has the competence to approve these agreements and render 
them binding on the level of the hospital in question. 

finally, the additional cost resulting from the privatisation of hospitals is not accounted for in the increase of public debt, 
whereas the state’s debt to private companies is increasing. 

in this context, satse proposes to create a procurement centre for the national health system that would allow an increase 
of the proportion of generic drugs, access to training courses for the personnel and the termination of contracts with private 
companies.



iNFormATioN AND CoNSulTATioN: AN EmployEE’S riGHT, AN EmployEr’S ADVANTAGE

u birGiT kÖpEr
baua: Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

Restructuring processes with devastating effects on the health of public sector employees  
studies carried out by the institute for labour medicine have concluded that public sector employees working in 
a company that has recently been restructured are more likely to suffer from stress-related problems, insomnia, 
cardiovascular disease or drug-, alcohol- and tobacco-related illnesses, as well as from musculoskeletal problems. 
moreover, the more restructuring is common and regular, the greater the risk for the employees’ state of health. 
they do not get used to such changes. 

in the public sector, the demands on employees following a restructuring process are usually higher than the average demands 
in all other sectors. 

furthermore, the comparison between the state of health of employees who have lost their job due to restructuring and those 
who have kept it shows that the latter are just as affected by the experience as their ex-colleagues. this fact is ignored too often, 
and employees who keep their jobs in the restructured setting usually receive insufficient support compared to their unem-
ployed peers. 

A successful restructuring process is one that has been planned and that is inclusive
despite all the risks resulting from restructuring for the health of employees, restructuring is not an ill in itself and it enables 
public administrations to adapt to economic change. also, a large part of the negative impact of restructuring on employees’ 
health can be prevented if the process is properly planned and organised. indeed, in 97% of all cases, the aim of restructuring 
is to diminish costs or at least to make expenditure more flexible. here again, the objective in itself is not bad, as long as the 
problems that the process is supposed to solve are analysed adequately.  information must be provided and all employees must 
participate via their representatives. this must happen as early as possible in the process. the literature on restructuring has 
often tended to provide advice that mainly serves the managers’ interests. the key to a successful restructuring process is trans-
parency, fairness and the involvement of the core groups.  

STATuS Quo oN THE proTECTioN oF THiS riGHT iN THE publiC SECTor oN A EuropEAN lEVEl

u STEFANo mArTiNElli
DG EMPL, European Commission 

as the president of the commission, mr Juncker, has stated on many occasions, the european commission wishes 
to stimulate social dialogue, mainly because it has been proven that it is prevalent in the countries with the best 
economic performance. social dialogue is also a driver to overcome the economic crisis. 

the stimulation of social dialogue is mainly axed around economic governance and the european semester. this 
is why there are namely two moments that are particularly beneficial for social partners to interact with the insti-

tutions: the drafting of the annual growth survey (on a european level) and the preparation of national reform programmes 
(on a national level). 

the commission understands that cesi pushes the national and european levels to interact, namely via its network of experts. 
generally speaking, the commission understands that cesi fully contributes to the efforts to stimulate social dialogue. 

the commission’s communication of may 2015 on better regulation confirms specificity principle of social dialogue. this 
means that, in accordance with the european contractual model set forth in articles 154 and 155 tfeu, if the social partners 
are able to reach a framework agreement on the rights to information and consultation of public sector workers, there will be 
no public consultation on that text and the commission will invite the social partners to draft the agreement in question. 

rECommEndatIonS for thE ImproVEd protECtIon 
of thE rIght to InformatIon and ConSultatIon of EmployEES 
In thE publIC SECtor In EuropE



Just as in the past, the commission will perform an in-depth proportionate impact assessment which will focus particularly on 
the representativeness of the signatories of the agreement, the compliance of the agreement with the acquis communautaire and 
with the principles of proportionality and subsidiarity. 

on an interprofessional level, four framework agreements have been implemented in the form of directives: parental leave, 
part-time work, fixed-ended contracts and an amendment to the agreement on parental leave. 

on a sectoral level, six sectoral agreements have been implemented in the form of directives: in the sector of maritime trans-
port, rail transport, civil aviation, hospitals and inland waterways navigation. moreover, other framework agreements could be 
implemented in the form of directives in other sectors.

The Commission’s consultation on information and consultation  
the commission’s consultation document follows the “fitness check” of 2013.

this fitness check highlighted two points, among others:
- these directives apply to public enterprises that perform an economic activity but do not cover public administration.
- the alignment of the definitions of essential notions, i.e. relating to information and consultation, could be considered.

cesi responded to this consultation by specifying to the commission that it wishes to reach a framework agreement on the 
right to information and consultation in the public sector by the end of 2015. if this is the case, the social partners could ask 
the commission to transform their agreement into a directive which, upon the commission’s proposal, could be adopted or 
rejected by the council, but not amended. 

u AGATHE SmyTH
Advisor at CESI, responsible for the European sectoral social dialogue “Central administrations” 

the sectoral social dialogue “central administrations” committee is one of the 44 sectoral social dialogue commit-
tees of the european union. it covers civil servants and public agents in agencies, national ministries and european 
institutions, thus representing over 7 million workers. on the one hand, it is composed of eupae, the european 
network of employers in public administrations, and on the other, tuned, a trade union delegation created in 
2010 on the basis of an agreement between cesi and the fsesp. 

eupae’s members include 11 member states (Belgium, france, spain, italy, the czech republic, the united kingdom, luxem-
bourg, romania, slovakia, greece and more recently, lithuania) and 5 observer countries (germany, austria, hungary, malta 
and portugal). currently, france holds the rotating presidency of eupae. on the employees’ side, tuned represents 27 eu 
member states, norway and the candidate countries. 

the participation of social partners in the social dialogue committee depends on their national representativeness. cesi repre-
sents the trade unions of 5 countries: austria, germany, luxembourg, hungary and slovakia. 

the sectoral social dialogue committee works on different issues. recently, it adopted recommendations for the implementation 
of the framework agreement for high-quality services in central government administrations signed in 2012. previously, it had 
adopted recommendations on the wage gap between men and women and on health and safety at the workplace. finally, it 
responds to consultations such as the one on undeclared work, the 2020 strategy of the eu and more recently, on the right to 
information and consultation. 

the sectoral social dialogue committee’s 2014-2015 work programme for 2014-2015 has defined three priorities: the quality of 
public services, an inclusive public administration and well-being at work. 

The negotiations of a framework agreement on the right to information and consultation of employees of central ad-
ministrations 
the negotiations began in november 2014. since then, several points have been the object of an agreement, namely the title: “gen-
eral framework for informing and consulting civil servants and employees of central government administrations”. in addition, a 
non-regression clause has been stipulated in the first article, reminding readers that this framework agreement aims to set forth 
common minimum requirements that cannot prevent a more favourable national legislation. finally, an agreement was reached 
concerning the definition itself of information and consultation which, in order to be truly impactful and to give social partners 
clout, must take place at the right time and in the right form. these are two essential notions for cesi and the fsesp. 



however, disagreements remain concerning the scope of the agreement: eupae wants it to be as limited as possible and broaden 
it for employees with sovereign responsibilities for which special provisions could apply. tuned would like the limitation of the 
right to information and consultation to be justified exclusively on the basis of security and public order concerns, and not for 
economic reasons as has been the case in recent years. tuned would also like to include articles on the protection of workers’ 
representatives and sanctions in the event of non-compliance with those provisions (a proposal that employers are against at the 
moment).

Perspectives 
on 2 June 2015, the social dialogue committee responded to the commission’s consultation. it wishes to see the adoption of 
a legally-binding agreement by the end of 2015. the representatives of the committee are indeed convinced that it is currently 
the best way to solve the various shortfalls of the directives, which came to light in the commission’s fitness check.  

A framework agreement was struck after the symposium, on 21 December 2015.  

 

FiNAl rouND TAblE: “How DoES THE riGHT To iNFormATioN AND CoNSulTATioN CoNTribuTE 
To THE ANTiCipATioN oF CHANGE iN THE publiC SECTor iN EuropE?”

Wilhelm GLOSS, President of CESI’s Trade council “Central Administration and Finances” 
(CAF)
the aim of the caf trade council is to form a common platform for discussion, encounters and 
exchanges, in order to find common solutions. it allows the implementation of social dialogue 
procedures. on the eu level, 50,000,000 people, i.e. 25% of the european workforce, is employed 
in civil service. cesi is a member of the sectoral social dialogue committee on the european level. 
it has a mandate to negotiate on behalf of 7 million people. 

cesi does not believe in the idea of balancing finances in civil service by reducing social standards 
and budgets. instead, cesi is of the opinion that it is more effective to launch information and consultation processes. specif-
ically, one of the fundamental aims of social dialogue is precisely to remedy imbalances in terms of information. it is also the 
only efficient instrument that is accepted by the various countries to fight against social confrontations. 

Hans FREILER, President of the Trade council “Local and regional administrations” (LRA)
the “local and regional administrations” trade council strives to promote social dialogue and ensure it is given the importance 
it is due. however, at the time being, cesi is not represented as an official member despite the repeated efforts made by its 
secretary general and president, who are negotiating with employers and discussing this matter with the commission. in June 
2015, cesi participated in this dialogue indirectly via three national organisations. the social dialogue is composed of 17 
workers’ representatives and the same number of employers’ representatives. 

pending the confirmation of data from cesi as to its representativeness, it may be able to fully participate on this committee.  
cesi is aware that the decisions on the implementation of social dialogue (not on its content) are taken at a national level. thus, 
cesi is currently working on the case of the implementation of the working time directive. 

Michael BRODIE, Member of CEEP and Director of the North East Regional Employers’ Organisation, United Kingdom
the ceep represents employers in europe and michael Brodie is also at the head of an employers’ organisation in three english 
councils. according to mr Brodie, the figure mentioned above according to which 40% of public sector organisations were not 
restructured certainly does not apply to the north east of the uk, where 100% of such organisations underwent restructuring 
over the past five years. some of them went through several stages of restructuring which are still ongoing. this high percentage 
is linked to the dark budget cuts made by the government in the budget for civil service. this has had a significant impact on 
society as a whole. however, it is in the north east of the uk that the highest level of child poverty in the country is recorded. in 
the uk, there are more people on social benefits despite the fact they work in insecure jobs than there are unemployed people. 
the ceep social affairs Board is drafting a response to the european commission’s consultation. within this framework, it is 
has held discussions with Businesseurope, which represents the private sector. the main points raised in their joint response 
are: 



- sharing the conclusions of the refit programme: in most cases, the directives are considered to be adequate. 
- a change to the existing directives would therefore be of no use.
- there is no reason to merge the three directives.
- finally, the ceep does not want any amendments to the scope of the directives. 

on the other hand, the european trade union confederation (etuc) wants to modify the directives, but has not expressed the 
wish to expand the scope of the directives. 

the ceep wants to highlight the exemplary nature of the restructuring that took place in oxford, because it demonstrates 
how valuable commitment is that goes further than simple “information et consultation”. Before the restructuring process took 
place in the educational sector, sunderland council had over 7,000 employees. today, this number has dropped to 4,800, 
but in quantifiable terms (calculated on the basis of a questionnaire), the average satisfaction level has increased. according to 
the ceep, this improvement is the result of the management’s true mobilisation alongside its employees. in restructuring, the 
determining factor for success is commitment.

Simon LOREAL, Advisor at the Ministry of Decentralisation of French Public Service (DGAFP)
the dgafp represents france in eupae (which represents public service employees on a european level). today, eupae rep-
resents 16 states and hopes that this number will increase. france participates in the “central administrations” sectoral social 
dialogue. currently, france is moderating a joint dialogue framework on the right to information and consultation. 

nowadays, central administrations are under great budgetary pressure, but demands upon them have not diminished. this 
requires fast adaptation, and consequently, restructuring processes – just like in the private sector. 

according to eupae’s analysis, in their current form, the directives on the right to i&c do not apply to the public sector of 
central government administrations. this is why eupae is against the simple expansion of these directives, which are better 
adapted to the private sector than to the public one. instead, eupae has decided to launch negotiations to reach an agreement 
that is tailored to the public sector. 

the aim is to establish a set of common requirements on a european level and to strike a binding agreement that has a direct 
impact on national legislations. the french presidency of eupae hopes to reach an agreement by the end of 2015. the efforts 
made to guarantee new rights mean that employers will face new obligations. in addition, national legislations vary greatly – 
which makes this debate more complex. despite this fact, both the employers’ and the employees’ sides are truly demonstrating 
the wish to draft a satisfactory text.   

Klaus HEEGER, Secretary General of CESI

Perfect timing 
klaus heeger reminded the participants of the origin of this symposium. the project was successfully presented 
to the commission in march 2014 and was prepared by both the europe academy and the cesi trade councils 
concerned (namely central administrations, at the front line on this matter). 

the idea behind the symposium was to highlight and discuss two important issues for public service: on the one 
hand, the wave of restructuring affecting the public sector, and on the other, the protection of the right to informa-
tion and consultation for public sector workers.

mr heeger expressed his satisfaction concerning the timing of the symposium (June 2015), which is important for the following 
reasons: 
- the publication of the eurofound report on restructuring in the public service sector,
- the consultation of social partners by the commission on the potential consolidation of the three directives,
- and the negotiations under way within the framework of the “central administrations” sectoral social dialogue committee 
aiming at a possible agreement. 



CESI’s position 
for cesi, the key issue at hand is to ensure that the right to information and consultation – as a fundamental social right – be 
guaranteed for all workers, whatever the sector in which they are employed, their status and their member state. this is espe-
cially important in the case of restructuring processes!

cesi believes that it is crucial that it should take place on the basis of an agreement struck between the social partners (in-
cluding cesi), i.e., a binding agreement that could act as a cornerstone for a future directive. this agreement should contain a 
common and broad definition of the expression “information & consultation”, based solely on the most favourable terms. the 
agreement should also specify that both information and consultation should be provided in a timely fashion, giving workers 
the chance to express their opinions and react in a proactive manner.

Regaining trust 
a tweet published during the symposium reflected the concern felt by some disillusioned trade unions: “Workers may be in-
formed, a consultation might then take place, following which the original plans are followed through anyway”. however, the examples 
of oxford and huelva demonstrate how important it is for trust to be regained between workers and their employers, and of 
the resulting “win-win” situation once this challenge is overcome. any reasonable employer requires and will always require 
motivated, responsible employees. the application of the rights to information and consultation will have a fundamental im-
pact on national legislations concerning their rights.

finally, an agreement reached on the level of central administrations could have a snowball effect, impacting local and regional 
administrations too. 

A FrAmEwork AGrEEmENT wAS STruCk AFTEr THE SympoSium, oN 21 DECEmbEr 2015.  
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